# INDUSTRIAL DESIGN (e-Books)

## 2014

| Access Eng204 | **Green Technologies: For a Better Future** | Soli J. Arceivala |

## 2012

| EB TR897.7 F533 2012 | **Blender 3D Basics** | Fisher, Gordon |

## 2011

| EB N 4395 L815 | **Exhibition design** | Locker, Pam |
| EB N 6260 H211 | **Art and Architecture in the Islamic tradition: Aesthetics, Politics and Desire in Early Islam** | Hamdouni Alami, Mohammed |
| EB NA 1614 T445 | **Third World Modernism: Architecture, Development and Identity** |
| EB NA 2543 W65S516 | **Women and the Everyday City: Public Space in San Francisco** | Sewell, Jessica Ellen |
| EB NA 4287 L6P844 | **Battle of the Styles: Society, culture and the Design of the new foreign Office 1855-1861** | Porter, Bernard |

## 2010

| EB HT 166 P976 | **Public places, urban spaces: the dimensions of urban design**, 2nd ed. |
| EB NA 2543 S6D743 | **Becoming places : urbanism/architecture/identity/power** | Dovey, Kim |
| EB NA 6220 M578 | **Retail Design** | Mesher, Lynne |
| EB NC 703 C712 | **Creative Research: The Theory and practice of Research for the Creative Industries** |
| EB SB 475.9 C55B879 | **Design with Microclimate: The Secret to comfortable Outdoor Spaces** |
Brown, Robert

EB SB 482 A4H291 Urban green: Innovative parks for resurgent cities
Harnik, Peter

EB TS 103 B171 Thinking Design
Balaram, S.

2009

EB BF 408 T671 Tools for innovation

EB HT 111 M152 2009 People and Space: new Forms of Interaction in the city/
Maciocco, Giovanni

EB NA 2541 R628 Adapting buildings and cities for climate change: a 21st century
survival guide, 2nd ed.
Roaf, Susan

EB NK 2115.5 L5C182 Illumination & decoration of flat surfaces, 6th ed.
Cameron, Bo

EB RA 770 S839 Healing spaces: the science of place and well being
Sternberg, Esther M.

EB TL 171.4 H236 Vision and values in design management
Hands, David

EB TS 171 E78 A Fine line: How design strategies are shaping the future of
business, 1st ed.
Esslinger, Hartmut

EB TS 171 P271 Thinking, objects: Contemporary approaches to product design/
Parsons, Tim

EB TS 171.4 D457 Design integrations: research and collaboration

2008

EB NX 454.4 M63S948 Modernism and Post Modernism
Sukla, Bhaskara A

EB TA 174D457 2008 Design Processes: What Architects & Industrial Designers
can Teach each other about Managing the Design Processes

EB TS 171.4 E19 EcoDesign: von der theorie in die Praxis

EB NA 1540 L764 Feng Shui: in Chinese architecture
Lip, Evelyn

2007

EB NA 2850 B872  Form & structure: the organization of interior
Brooker, Graeme

EB NA 7110 H842  Housing and Dwelling: perspectives on modern domestic architecture

EB QA 76.76 P37D457  Design Patterns Formalization Techniques

EB TS 171 B575  Design for Sustainability: A practical approach
Bhamra, Tracy

EB TS 171 D457  Design for Inclusivity: A Practical guide to Accessible, Innovative and user Centered Design

2005

EB TS 170.5 C466  Emotionally durable design: objects, experiences, and empathy
Chapman, Jonathan

EB TS 171.4 E61 tools  Environmentally-friendly product development: Methods and tools

2004

EB TS 73 B565  The authority of everyday objects: a cultural history of West German industrial design/
Betts, Paul

2002

EB Z 679 B877  Interior design for libraries: drawing on function & appeal
Brown, Carol R.

2001

EB TS 23 M512 2nd ed.  Twentieth century limited: industrial design in America, 1925-1939
Meikle, Jeffrey